
I.G., 12, 95, AND THE OSTRACISM OF HYPERBOLUS 

JLJ[YPERBOLUS the demagogue figures twice in Attic inscriptions, apart from 
ostraka. In I.G., 12, 84, his name is partly restored in line 5 as the mover of 

the regulations concerning the worship of Hephaestus: in I.G., 12, 95, his name is 
preserved on the stone in full, and he appears to be moving an amendment to a decree 
the main part of which was recorded on the lost upper part of,the stone. I.G., 12, 95, 
is a fragment from the middle of the stele; no edge is preserved, and the subject matter 
shows no sign of coming to an end when the fragment breaks off. 

The text is given in the Corpus as follows: 
ITOIX. 

??~~~~~~ VO/LO 

?----------?t ra 8q,u0f47[?Kd--E UcKaAcat 8X 
?eIfl ES T, ITpVTW- ' E^ rapw a? 

5?0? 'ON E3-80XoTEV TOL 8E/JO? adiro? 

?----------raV hvErEp/3oXos EUE' ra UEv a[AAa Kac7TEp -- 

-------?rev 8]eN Alavri8a vpvTaVE'Eav, EVEtLo[av ? 

---EKKXEcTW' i-oo-at 8EKa qLEpov, ho7r6OEv X? 

?---------- t?, TEV 8 EKKXEOctav 7TOtEV 

10 ?r-Es AiyEtios0 vpvrav[Et1a? 

--VpO,3OXEVTcarO 8' e /3o] XE' TEp' roVov rEV[TE EEpoV ao' Eg av-- 

I.PIF .Iavr&? 

EvE 

The sense and continuity of the inscription seem definitely to stop in line 6 at 
the vacat preceding Hyperbolus' name. It is clear that it must be so if a fresh amend- 
ment is to be offered, but two further pieces of evidence confirm that at this point 
we are, as it were, at the end of a chapter. (i) We have the formula whereby someone 
is invited to dinner at the Prytaneum; this formula almost always concludes a decree, 
when it occurs.' (ii) The phrase 3'8oxEv roF 8E4,ot shows that, whatever the matter 
in question, the people had voted to perform some or all of it.2 As the inscription would 
no doubt have begun with the usual formula E'8OXEV TE't 3oXEt Kat rot 8E4lo , covering 
the decree as a whole, I suggest that the people are here taking a decision on a specific 
point left to their judgment. Hyperbolus' amendment may have followed directly 
upon the main decree, or may have been one of a series of amendments. In either case 
we are enabled to make a tentative restoration following the formula ra Ev a[XXa 

1 For examples of the formula preceding an amendment see I.G., I2, 19, lines 14-15; 58, lines 
8-9; 67, lines 6-7; 144, lines 11-12; 148, lines 1-2. Also Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 275, no. 10 (emended 
ibid., X, 1941, p. 337). Cf. W. Larfeld, Handbuch der Griechischen Epigraphik, Vol. II, pp. 811- 
812, and examples there. 2 See below, p. 81. 
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KaWa2TEp]. The subsequent [ rev 8] e A1avr8a TrpvravEt'av looks very much as if it begins 
the substance of what Hyperbolus has to say, the 8E balancing the uE'v of ra 'v a jjXXa]. 
Following the formula ra pEv aXXa KaOacTEp (sc. E'8ox-Ev), re't 03oXEt will fill eight letter 
spaces; eight to ten letters are the average for an Athenian name; ' hence we may 
establish provisionally a length of line of 45-47 letters, which can at least serve as a 
basis for reconstrtuction. 

It is a remarkable fact that, in the body of Hyperbolus' amendment, mention is 
made of two prytanising tribes, Aiantis and Aigeis. In any conciliar year the out- 
going prytany drew lots to determine its successor, so that no prytany could be identi- 
fied in advance with any tribe, save in the ninth prytany, when a process of elimination 
would make the next, and last, prytany known.4 The result is that we have here the 
possibility of various combinations. (a) The tribe of Aiantis, as a prytany, is to do 
something or to have something done to it. If it is being instructed to take some action, 
then it must either be the tribe at present in prytany, or else it will be the tenth prytany, 
the decree being passed in the course of the ninth prytany. If it is the object, it might 
also be a past prytany to which, for some reason, a reference back is being made. 
(b) In line 10 the tribe of Aigeis is mentioned as a tribe in prytany. Again it may be 
a past prytany; it may be prytany IX if Aiantis is prytany X; or it may be prytany X 
with Aiantis as prytany IX. Unless we are in prytany IX at the time of the decree, 
neither of these names can refer forward. Otherwise, either they both refer back, or 
one refers to the present and the other refers back. 

If there is a reference back, there is room to consider, as a clue to the subject 
matter, in what circumstances such a reference might have been warranted: it might 
well have been that some mistake or malpractice had taken place for which the prytany 
had been collectively responsible. The matter is evidently pressing. In line 8 something 
is to happen within ten days, and in line 11 the council is to take some action within 
five days. I suggest, in making the restoration, that this emphasis on speed is made 
in order to get the business through before the end of the conciliar year. If the council 
was soon to go out of office, it was clearly desirable that the prytaneis be dealt with 
while it was still in being, before the end of their year of membership of it. 

On this hypothesis we may look for a suitable year in which Aiantis or Aigeis 
served as the tenth prytany. Our knowledge of the prytanies at this period is not full, 
but we do know from I.G., 12, 94, that Aigeis was in fact the tenth prytany in the 
year 418/7-but with Pandionis, not Aiantis, as prytany IX.5 This will allow us to 
eliminate all but one of the choices proposed above for the relationship between the 
two prytanies named in the amendment. TEv 8E AMavrt8a TrpVTwaVEav must refer to a 

3 Cf. H. T. Wade-Gery, Class. Phil., XXVI, 1931, p. 310. 
4Cf. W. Ferguson, The Athenian Secretaries (Cornell Studies in Classical Philology, VII, 

1898), pp. 19-27; B. D. Meritt, A.J.P., LVII, 1936, pp. 180-182; Cl. Qu., XL, 1946, pp. 45-46. 
5 B. D. Meritt, A.J.P., LVII. 1936, pp. 180-182; Cl. Qu., XL, 1946, pp. 45-46; Milton Giffler, 

Hermes, LXXV, 1940, pp. 215-226. 
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past prytany. We may perhaps assume a proposal to cite the prytany of Aiantis as a 
prytany, not simply as ordinary members of the council, with instructions to Aigeis, 
as the tribe in prytany, to see to it that the business was completed before the end of 
the conciliar year. 

The year 418/7 is further made likely by the evidence of the stone itself. Exami- 
nation of the stone in the Epigraphical Museum at Athens, and of the squeeze in the 
Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, shows that the probable reading in line 
12 is El. EIEPIANTI 4,which I take to be [T& 3oX ]Et [r]Et E'Tr 'Avr [4vrao a6pXovros]. 
Antiphon was archon in 418/7. No other archon name of the period will suit; the 
only other tenth prytany we know at this time is that of 417/6, but this was Antiochis, 
and the archon was Euphemus.' The two pieces of evidence that Aigeis was the ninth 
or tenth prytany and that there is a reference to Antiphon as archon combine to date 
the decree almost certainly to the tenth prytany of 418/7. 

In the course of Hyperbolus' amendment there is instruction for holding the 
EKKX7cfla. The definite article in the phrase rev 8' EKKXE-Lcav in line 9 implies that 
mention has already been made of an EKKXI7O-a, and Hartel 7 and Bannier 8 proposed 
to read [EKKXE-tiaV 7To-cat in line 8. But this would make Aiantis the summoning 
prytany, which, if our argument holds, it cannot have been, and I suggest that the 
operative word was probably [avaKaX]E &at,9 the main proposal being to summon the 
prytaneis of the tribe Aiantis for a public investigation of some kind. The first 
mention of the ecclesia to which rev 8' EKKXE0-tcaV refers is implied in the phrase E7EL [&8v 

r6 &4L 8 OE OKEt], and this fits also with the length of line already suggested. 
Working on the basis, then, of a line of forty-five letters, the latter half of the 

inscription may be restored to give the full arrangements for dealing with the prytaneis 
of Aiantis. The shortage of time available required a definite programme and timetable 
to be laid down. The prytaneis were to be individually summoned (line 8) within ten 
days. The ecclesia which was to hear the business was to be held within five days from 
the time that the agenda came before the /3ovX).10 And the reason for so precise 
a programme was, we may conjecture, also stated in lines 11-12. The /3ovX) of 
Antiphon's archonship was to be the /ovX)4 under whose jurisdiction the whole affair 
should fall. Lines 13-14 presumably contained the usual penalties for the /3oVXEv-rai 
if the programme were not carried out.1" 

The amendment of Hyperbolus does not give any information about the reason 
for bringing the prytaneis of Aiantis to account: but there is some slight hint of this 

6 I.G., 12, 302, line 30, where, however, Antiochis might be ninth prytany. 
7W. Hartel, Studien iiber Attisches Staatsrecht und Urkundeitwesen (Vienna, 1878), p. 185, 5. 
8 W. Bannier, Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift, 1917, col. 1343. 
9 Cf. avaKaXEtV used also of the /3ovXA in Andoc., I, 45-aVaKOaXE'oavTE3 Tov3 oTpaTt)yovs. 
10 The outstanding example of a programme laid down in a decree is I.G., J2, 63 (= A9 in 

Athenian Tribute Lists [B. D. Meritt, H. T. Wade-Gery, M. F. McGregor], Harvard, 1939, pp. 
154-157, to be republished in the forthcoming Vol. II of the same work). For five days as a 
" programme time " cf. I.G., 12, 55, line 8; 76, line 18. 

t' Cf. the provisions of I.G.. I 2, 94, lines 9-10, and Meritt, loc. cit. For particularly stringent 
penalties I.G., I2, 63 (A.T.L., A9) is again a good example. 
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in the closing passage of the resolution preceding that of Hyperbolus. Markellos T. 
Mitsos, Director of the Epigraphical Museum at Athens, has very kindly made a 
special examination of line 3 of this inscription, sending his conclusions, with squeezes, 
to the Institute for Advanced Study. On his advice I read a pi after 8Euto, where the 
Corpus has rho, with an alpha in the fourth letter space beyond it. The word seems 
to be, therefore, not 8EuJop [yu&J, as Hiller has it, but WEF61T[par] a, goods confiscated 
and sold on public orders, the proceeds going to the public treasury.12 It may well be, 
then, that in the prytany of Aiantis there had been some sales of this kind, about 
which doubt had now arisen. Certain persons are to be honoured with entertainment 
in the Prytaneum. The use of 8E't'rvov and not E'vta in this connection is some indica- 
tion that those so honoured were probably citizens,13 and I suggest that they were 
the informers whose evidence had uncovered the illegal business, if such it was. 

The letters a-to, which precede the full stop before E'8oxa-Ev, end a short clause, 
and may be the genitive termination of 8-0too-iov. The previous speaker may well have 
rounded off his motion with the proposal of a cash reward to the informers, to be paid 
from the public treasury. Twenty-two letter spaces are available, and the lacuna can 
be exactly filled by the phrase [Evat 8E EvvTpa EK 8EqoL]4o.`4 The sentence beginning 
with E'80Xo-EV was also very short, extending only to ....ra in line 6. It formed no 
part of the decree itself, and must have recorded action taken by the people on a point 
referred to them by the 3ovXA.15 Probably the earlier part of the decree contained 
alternatives suggested for them; this would explain the brevity of their decision. 
There are two good parallels for the recording of such a resolution at the end of a 
decree.16 The inscription regulating Athenian relations with Aphytis shows in lines 
17-18 a decision of the people taken on a provision which the /3ovXAj had left open, 
introduced, as here, by the word E'8o0EV. In the Methone inscription both the resolution 
to submit the final choice to the assembly, and the assembly's vote, are preserved. The 
word used is, however, not E'8o(ev but EXEtPOT6VWTGcEV. In both instances the people's 
decision concludes the matter of the decree, and in the case of Aphytis, as in I.G., 12, 95, 
further points continue to be brought forward. 

What was left to the people's choice was perhaps the ultimate fate of the 8rJXt6- 
TrpaTra. If the sale of these had been questionable, there were good grounds for having 
them returned to the government, and yet this would weigh hardly on the citizens who 
had bought them in all good faith. The letters &aro ..... strongly suggest a&ro&86vat, 

12 Aristophanes (Wasps, 659) includes 8rquto'rpaaa as an important item of public revenue, along 
with the market and harbour dues, the mines, litigants' deposits, etc., making, with the 0f0pos, a total 
income of 2,000 talents per annum. 

13 See Larfeld, Handbuch, II, p. 811. 
14 Cf. the offer of uvvrpa at the public expense for information leading to the arrest of 

the mutilators of the Herms in 415 (Thuc., VI, 27). The rewards offered were of 100 minas 
(Andoc., I, 40). 

15 See above, p. 78. 
16 The Aphytis decree, I.G., II2, 55 + Hesperia, XIII, 1944, p. 211, no. 2, shortly to be repub- 

lished in A.T.L., II: and the Methone decree, I.G., J2, 57 (=- A.T.L., D3). See B. D. Meritt in 
Hesperia, loc. cit., pp. 220-221. 
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and I restore therefore the ultimate decision of the assembly that the property dis- 
posed of should be given back by the purchasers. Hyperbolus' amendment, as we have 
seen, did not deal with this section of the previous proposals, but altered or supple- 
mented a section now lost to us. 

The text of I.G., I2, 95, can now be fitted together, with the aid of these tentative 
restorations, as follows: 

418/7 B.C. ITOIX. 45 

[-~~1 ]- v [- _ 2? _______ 
14 ],VO/.o[ 26] 

[ ?- 3 ~Ew~T[----]tTa 8E66' [par ]ha, [KacL KacXE'atOc ra IEvvo-a-] 

vTas `'ir 8dr vOV Es rTO ITpvTaVEtOV es a Vptov EVat E' uEv- 

5 [vTpa EK 8E/0] 0o. 'E8oXo-EV TO 8ET0, a7o[&orvat, harcavTa] 
[7d 8EyuOTrpa]Tra. v Hv7r Ep/3OXO 'r a [XXCa KaOaa7rEp . .] 
[. . . . . rev 8] e Alavri8a 7rpvTaVEtav, E7rEt [8av rot 8E'/Ot 8-] 
[OKEt, avaKaCX]E'Oat, 8E'Ka ELJEpOV horo'6Ev ro [s hEKa6xrot h-] 
[E avaKXEVCtL s aVEE't]- r7EV 8 EKKXEAcTtav 7otEv [ tEpt rs AEtcr-] 

10 [8o o ro 7rpvTraVEs] rTE AlyEt8os 7rpvTaV[Etas EvOvV a+' es a-] 
[v TPo,#oXE-ELt hE 80o]AE TEP'L 7OVTOV 7TEV[TE E,uLpov, ho7roq a-] 
[v 8tKaCEV EXO-Er Tt 80oXEt [IT]&t E'TL 'Avrtft[3vroo apXov0o0*] 
[Eav 8& , 8ta7paX-crt, KacTa ra ELpE/]EV[a EVfOVVEOOcLat xtA] 

[Ita-c 8paXIsrt, hE'Kaorov arrov * . ... ][ 15 ] 
15 [??I 

It remains to consider what implications this fragment has for Hyperbolus' 
career, and in particular for the date of his ostracism. Raubitschek shows in T.A.P.A., 
1948, that the speech against Alcibiades, preserved as Andocides' fourth, may have 
some connection with that event, which he proposes to date to 415 B.C. The date 
previously accepted was 417 B.C., on the basis of a passage of Theopompus."7 The 
restoration of I.G., I2, 95, suggested above now gives epigraphic grounds for doubting 
the correctness of the earlier date. The vote to determine whether an ostrakophoria 
was to be held took place in the sixth prytany (Arist., Ath. Pol., 43, 5), and the actual 
ostracism must have followed soon afterwards-at any rate before the elections of 
the orparvqyot in the seventh or eighth prytany. On the old reckoning, therefore, 
Hyperbolus was ostracised not later than prytany VIII, 418/7. But in this inscription 
he appears as addressing the EKKX'qO-t'a in the tenth prytany of that same year. His 
ostracism cannot, therefore, have taken place before spring of 417/6, at the earliest. 

A revaluation of the literary evidence is clearly necessary. If this restoration is 
accepted, then Hyperbolus appears as addressing the ecclesia after the date usually 
accepted for his ostracism. If this is so, and if Theopompus did not make a mistake, 
as Raubitschek thinks, we may assume that he arrived at his six years by an inclusive 

17'EewrrpTaKtoav TOV 'Y7rEdploAov E &ET Frag. 96b (Jacoby), == Schol. Ar., Wasps, 1007; cf. also 
Schol. Lucian, Tim., 29. 
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reckoning of archon years, beginning with 417/6 and ending with 412/1, the year of 
Hyperbolus' murder according to a passage of Thucydides (VIII, 73, 3) in which 
it appears to fall in the first half of 411. 

The passage of Theopompus implies that Hyperbolus' ostracism had not ended 
with six years of exile. There was a tradition, found in Philochorus (Frag. 79b, 
Muller), that, while the term of ostracism was at first ten years, it later became five.'8 
In Diodorus XI, 55, 2 (repeated ibid., 87, 1-2) the period of five years is given as 
obtaining fronm the beginning of the institution. Diodorus' statement may be rejected. 
The statement of Philochorus that the term was reduced from ten years to five may 
possibly be due to a false dedtuction from the tradition that Cimon returned to Athens 
immediately after the battle of Tanagra. Even if that tradition was true, it would 
not however prove that the term of ostracism had been reduced to five years, but 
Philochorus may have jumped to that conclusion. On the other hand it is just con- 
ceivable that he had some evidence which made the interval between Hyperbolus' 
ostracism and death fall into a period of five years, and argued from this that the 
term of ostracism had been reduced. If this is so, the ostracism can have taken place 
as late as 416/5 (the date preferred on other grounds by Raubitschek), and the state- 
ment of Theopompus is incorrect or wrongly transmitted. Or there is a final possibility 
that Philochorus had good evidence of the reduction of the term independently of the 
fortunes of Hyperbolus. But this appears improbable. In any case, it is hard to see 
what reason there could ever have been for halving the traditional decennium of exile 
under ostracism. 

The interpretation of the literary evidence cannot be decisively settled by the 
above restoration of I.G., I2, 95, which is admittedly highly conjectural. All that can 
be said is that the restoration, if it is accepted, rules out any date earlier than the 
spring of 416 for the ostracism of Hyperbolus. If this is so, then Hyperbolus' design 
of removing Nicias, Alcibiades, or Phaeax was, in all probability, not the outcome 
of the ill-starred Mantinea campaign,19 but formed a part of the political intriguie of 
the twelve months or so preceding the Sicilian expedition; this long controversy is 
summed up in Thucydides' debate between Alcibiades and Nicias in Book VI (chs. 
9-18). The outcome of this attempt to clear the political atmosphere left the main 
question unanswered. Apart from removing an apparently undesirable character from 
Athens, all it did was to bring ostracism into discredit with the people as a whole, and 
to raise the doubts of its value as an institution reflected by Pseudo-Andocides.20 

A. G. WOODHEAD 
CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE 

CAM BRIDGE 

18 This has found its way, as a statement of fact, into the Dictionaries of Antiquities, e. g., 
Daremberg-Saglio, Smith, Seyffert, etc. See however Busolt-Swoboda, Griechische Staatskunde 
(Munich, 1920-26), p. 885, note 2. 

19 See, for example, W. Ferguson, C.A.H., V, p. 276. 
20 I should like to record my thanks to Professors F. E. Adcock and B. D. Meritt for their 

kind advice, encouragement, and criticism in this and in many other problems of Greek history and 
epigraphy. 
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